Inference of the High-Level Interaction Topology between the Metabolic and Cell-Cycle Oscillators from Single-Cell Dynamics.
Recent evidence suggests that the eukaryotic metabolism is an autonomous oscillator. Together with oscillating elements of the cyclin/CDK machinery, this oscillator might form a coupled oscillator system, from which cell-cycle control emerges. The topology of interactions between the metabolic oscillator and the elements of the cyclin/CDK machinery, however, remains unknown. Using single-cell metabolic and cell-cycle dynamics in yeast, and solving an inverse problem with a system of Kuramoto oscillators, we inferred how the metabolic oscillator interacts with the cyclin/CDK machinery. The identified and experimentally validated interaction topology shows that the early and late cell cycle are independently driven by metabolism. While in this topology, the S phase is coordinated by START. We obtained no support for a strong interaction between early and late cell cycle. The identified high-level interaction topology will guide future efforts to discover the molecular links between metabolism and the cell cycle.